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The Product.
TRUE is the new energy tea drink offered by the company Red Bull.  The 
tea is provided in four different flavors, “Tranquility”, “Rejuvenating”, 
“Uplifting”, and “Endurance”.  Each tea combines healthy and organic 
ingredients intended to stimulate the bodies natural energy from within, in 
four different ways. 

The first tea, “Tranquility” offers a soothing and stress relieving effect 
with it’s combination of mint leaves, lime and kava, infused with the organic 
amino acid and stimulant, Taurine.  Taurine is the secret ingredient in all 
Red Bull drinks and is also contained in each flavor of tea. The “Tranquility” 
tea is offered in black can with green logo and lettering. Green was used for 
this flavor to invoke a calm and relaxing emotion in combination with what 
the tea will actually provide.

The next tea, “Rejuvenating” offers a restoring effect, with ingredients 
like dandelion and pomegranate, know for cleansing the blood and body. 
Combined together with Taurine, the tea provides a purifying energy boost 
that helps the body regain focus and vitality. This tea is also provided in a 
black can with logo and lettering in a magenta color. Magenta is used to 
stimulate the feelings of confidence and calming which is reflected in the 
type of tea being offered.

“Uplifting” is a tea that infuses St. John’s Wort and orange leaf, well-
known organic herbs that help enhance the mood. While providing a 
enhancement in your mood, it also contains Taurine and helps give a much 
needed lift throughout the day. The “Uplifting” tea comes also in a black can 
with a vibrant orange logo and lettering. Orange was chosen for this tea 
since the color invokes positive feelings and warm emotions.  

The final tea, “Endurance” is a combination of Kola Nut, Ginkgo and 
Ginseng. This tea contains all organic and natural ingredients combined 
with Taurine. This tea is intended to help boost your energy as well as 
provide extra stamina. The tea also includes a special ingredient of Kola 
Nut that helps increase cerebral circulation and stimulate focus. The can is 
black with a bright blue logo and lettering. Blue is a cooler color and helped 
create a refreshing atmosphere. It also induced the feelings of productivity 
and self freedom which coincides with the teas ingredients. 



History of the Company.

TRUE is a new product, however, the company that manufactures it, Red Bull, is a retentive brand 
that has been around since the early 1980s. Founded by Austrian, Dietrich Matesenitz, in 1982, after 
discovering the ingredient, “Taurine” while in Thailand on vacation. He returned home to Austria and 
recreated the drink containing the Taurine ingredient, “Krating Daeng”, calling it Red Bull. 

The Benefits.
There are many benefits, which I have listed individually for each tea, but the main benefit of choosing 
TRUE tea is the element of health. Most energy drinks have earned a bad name for their unhealthy 
attempts of creating a stimulant in a can. TRUE tea offers organic ingredients that work with the body 
and provide a natural energy boost that is not harmful to the body as long as it, like most things, is 
consumed in moderation. Emotionally, this will invite health conscious people to partake in drinking 
the tea without feeling guilty that they may be harming their bodies and hearts.    

The Target.
The main target toward this product would be the Red Bull original market–eighteen and older males, 
college students, long distance drivers, athletes and millennials.  Emotionally the target would be 
connected with an exciting and busy lifestyle. Someone in need of a stimulant to help with long 
days or big projects. Extreme sports and exercise is also heavily linked into the energy drink target 
market. By creating a brand extension of a tea with health benefits, it invites a larger target market to 
be addressed, such as older generations of health conscious consumers (Generation X) and those 
looking for natural and organic options over manufactured and processed energy drinks. 

Dietrich Matensenitz



The Name.
The name was chosen through thoughtful consideration of the target, the 
product and it’s future advertising strategy.  It was important to introduce 
the tea as an authentic product with health benefits. In order to do this the 
name would need to reflect it’s authenticity. This would help connect the 
product to the target emotionally, and could be done with one word, TRUE. 

By choosing the name TRUE this represents, a unique tea that has natural 
and truthful ingredients. Something the target will appreciate.  There were 
many things that came along later, such as TRUE becoming an acronym 
of the flavors. Tranquility, Rejuvenating, Uplifting and Endurance took the 
first letter of each to make up the word TRUE. This makes the flavors more 
memorable and aids in design and visual concepts for advertising later on.

The word TRUE was also a strong word that could be used in the slogan or 
in correlation with a word similar, like brew. After much strategics the name 
really seemed to fit, and TRUE tea was born.

The Logo.
When developing the logo, it was important to incorporate a tea leaf into 
the design in order for the consumer to understand what the product was 
and why it was different. The leaf would help represent the product as 
well be recognizable as a healthy option to a new target. After considering 
many options and variations of a tea leaf, the leaf was minimized to a clean 
outline within a circular shape. A lightning bolt, made up of two triangles 
was then place in the center of the leaf. Creating clean open shapes, made 
it easy to incorporate a variety of color for each flavor’s logo. Together, the 
leaf ‘s shape and lightning bolt reflected the contents of the tea–a healthy 
drink option with an energy boost inside.  The font chosen for the name 
TRUE was a serif font called, “Dodge”.  This font was chosen based on it’s 
clean readability and the fact that it was bold and  unique like the tea itself.
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Easy to change color variations for tea flavors



The Package.
The package needed to reflect the individuality of the tea. Therefore a unique shape was designed 
into a hexagon. This allowed four larger faces on the box where each flavor of tea could be displayed. 
The four smaller faces or panels would be used to include special information about the organic 
elements in each tea. This would be called “TEA CHI” and would link the tea to it’s Thailand roots, 
where the Red Bull drink originated. 

The color chosen for the box reflected the actual cans of tea–black, shiny and sleek. The four main 
panels the housed each flavor would have a splash of color to break up the black background for the 
box. Each color would be reflective of the four tea flavors. The color representing each particular tea 
would carry over into the TEA CHI panel to help the consumer link the information with the tea by 
color alone.

The top of the box would include punch-in tops that could be pressed in to extract the tea of choice 
easily. The letters, “TRUE” would be arranged on each punch top with the letter representing which 
tea, in correlation with the color of the tab that represents the tea. This helps to easily see which tea 
is being retrieved without having to read the front of the box or even take it out of the refrigerator,so it 
would be easily accessible. This also helped create an interesting and original box design concept.

The unique shape of the box, left a hollow middle, which could be used to the advantage of the 
promotional stage to  put something special and FREE inside. The box would be mostly likely only 
used during the promotional stage, while the consumers are still  learning about the product and 
which tea they prefer. After the promotion has ended the tea would be in 4 packs of one flavor in 
standard packaging. 

Box bottom includes “Nutrition Facts” and “Ingredients”



The Campaign.
The campaign strategy for TRUE tea will include advertising that will educate consumers about the 
new product. It will show the benefits of choosing this tea over other energy drinks and highlight why 
it is the better choice.  Since this product is new, it will need a larger advertising budget in order to 
educate consumers on the product. Using the original target market of Red Bull and other energy 
drinks, will be reflected in the campaign, as well as the incentive to accumulate a broader target 
through the health conscious benefits.

The promotional message of the tea will reflect it’s Thailand roots, where the unique Taurine drink 
originated. This helps explain the history of the product, where it came from, and creates a mystery 
and interesting hook to the campaign.  Thai proverbs or “chi” can be incorporated into the campaign 
also, relating to the package concept directly. 

The Campaign Slogan.

TRUE tea will include it’s own tag line similar to the Red Bull drink, “Red Bull gives you wings,” TRUE 
will have the tag line, “The Brew That’s True.” This particular tag line was selected as one of the 
best techniques for bringing in the new brand name. Using a word the rhymes with the product name 
helps create a memorable product. 

 For the campaign slogan, the roots and beginnings of the tea would be represented.  “The Search 
Is Over” for the campaign slogan was decided. This slogan represents the consumer’s search for 
a HEALTHY yet energizing drink option that was not available before now. Thus, the search is over, 
TRUE tea meets all the standards. It also links the campaign to Red Bull’s initial concept of the 
search for the perfect, organic ingredients and Taurine being discovered in Thailand and used in all 
Red Bull’s drinks from then on. 

“the brew that’s TRUE"



Item 1 - TV Commercial.
The first item for the campaign is the TV commercial.  The purpose of the commercial is to introduce 
the new product. As well as come out with the campaign’s slogan and advertising strategy of, “The 
Search Is Over”. 

 The commercial opens up with a tranquil setting in Thailand. A boat splashes across the water and 
the passenger is very tired. He has an idea that there must be a special ingredient that helps keep 
you awake that is not harmful, but healthy instead. He begins searching for the perfect ingredients, 
across oceans, up mountains and even in the dessert. Finally he finds a special tea in the desert of 
Thailand while on his search. He then flies home and recreates the drink. He  presents his idea to his 
business and they company loves it! Now, TRUE tea makes it’s debut in the world.
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Storyboard for TRUE Commercial: 
Duration 1:00;00 - Release date 6/1/2015 End date 9/1/2015



Item 2 - Tea-Shirt.
Release date 6/1/2015 End date 9/1/2015

The second item is a free Tea Shirt. There will be 4 different shirts, 
each with a “TRUE” idiom and the TRUE slogan on the back. 
Since the promotional variety pack box had such an interesting 
shape, it allowed an extra amount of space for the possibility of 
putting something inside. The Tea Shirt was the perfect fit. This 
helps give incentive to the consumer to at least try the tea with 
the extra benefit of receiving something for free.  This would be 
used for promotional purposes only, and would end after the 
promotional period.

Item 3 - Animated Web Banner.
Release date 6/1/2015 End date 9/1/2015

The third item for the campaign would be an animated pop-under 
web banner for websites and social  media sites that are relative 
to the target. The banner would need to be both visually appealing 
and interesting in order to grab the attention of the potential 
customer. Therefore, it will also include a call to action and web 
link. It would introduce the promotional variety 4 pack and free tea 
shirt, as well as reflect the main concept of the campaign slogan, 
“The Search Is Over”. 

The banner will have a light Thailand tune playing which will 
help grow the interest of the consumer. The banner will then go 
through several image stills from the TV commercial itself. This 
helps keep the continuity from commercial to on-line. It also 
helps maintain the slogan. The ad would play similar to a TV 
commercial, first displaying the hook, “What are you searching 
for?” And then each tea and their individual ingredients and 
benefits. The ad will end with the campaign slogan and introduce 
TRUE tea as the answer. Last, it will supply the call to action–
purchasing the variety 4 pack and getting the free tea shirt. 

Dummy site with banner

Banner still

Tea Shirts



Item 4- Point of Purchase Display.
Release date 6/1/2015 End date 9/1/2015

The fourth item for the campaign would be a point of purchase display. This would include a playback 
of the commercial to introduce the tea and it’s benefits. The variety 4 pack will be displayed in boxes 
in front of the display. The individual flavors will be available in a cooler within the display. The free 
tea-shirts will be the main incentive for the purchase. This display will be available for grocery stores 
and super centers that can house the cooler and extensive display ad. 

Item 5 - Window Advertisement.
Release date 6/1/2015 End date 9/1/2015

The fifth and final item would be a window advertisement designed to cling to the window of the gas 
station or store where the promotion will run. This will be used at smaller convenience stores that 
cannot house the point of purchase display. The ad will mirror the promotional pieces and catch the 
attention of potential customers and diversify the target.
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Overall Concept.
TRUE tea will make the perfect edition to the Red Bull collection 
and also the energy drink market itself. By choosing TRUE tea, a 
consumer will enable the body to naturally create energy by using 
organic and healthy ingredients to stimulate the mind and senses. 
This product changes the stigma  of “speed in a can” and opens the 
door to health conscious consumers who have been searching for a 
product that is not harmful to their health. Instead, this drink works 
to not only encourage stamina but also enliven health benefits by 
consuming it’s natural ingredients. 

The name and logo for the tea adequately summarize the contents 
and the concept of the teas roots and benefits. By using a lightening 
bolt within a tea leaf, the logo represents both health and energy. 
The variety of colors help differentiate between the flavors with 
easy identification. Each color simulates emotional feelings directly 
related to contents of the tea. The vibrancy and variety helps give 
the package visual interest as well the feelings of vitality. The name 
TRUE signifies the unique authenticity of the teas ingredients 
and creates a honest connection between the company and the 
consumer. Turning the letters into an acronym for the flavors also 
helps the consumer identify the teas individually with ease.

The packaging of the TRUE tea, is unique, like the tea emphasizes 
through it’s name and campaign. Allowing extra space within the 
hexagonal shape of the box, introduces the concept of placing 
something within the box for further incentive during the promotion of 
the tea. The black box reflects the black can of the tea, while creating 
a platform for the vibrant tea colors to visually stimulate the mind and 
create intrigue. 

TRUE tea’s campaign addresses the original search for Taurine 
found in all Red Bull products. It relates this concept to the search for 
the perfect ingredients for individuals who are looking for the ideal 
balance of energy and healthy, safe ingredients.  Each item within the 
campaign helps accentuate the main concept, “The Search Is Over”. 
Beginning with a TV spot, free tea shirt in promotional 4 pack, an 
animated web advertisement, point of purchase display and window 
advertisement.  All these items directly influence the target and 
effectively introduce the tea onto the market. 
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